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About This Content
Special forces and special operations forces are military units trained to conduct special operations.
Special forces emerged in the early 20th century, with a significant growth in the field during the Second World War, when
"every major army involved in the fighting" created formations devoted to special operations behind enemy lines
The German special forces include the Special Operations Command of the German Army and the Naval Special Forces
Command of the German Navy. During operations, special forces are led by the special operations division Joint Operations
Command , which belongs to the Joint Support Service.
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boi i used to own a mac but now I don't so I can't play it. I ♥♥♥♥ing hate them for separating the versions, like mw2 had a dual
version uughhhhhhhhhhhhhh but its one of my favourite cods.. Very bad 3D images that don't make any sense in put it with MV
design! I totally regret of buy it!!!. ---------------------------Doom? What is it?
---------------------------It's Doom. There is not much more to say about it.
Timeless classic First Person Shooter with gameplay that aged like fine wine.
Assuming that you did read store page description and\/or other Steam reviews you should already know what Doom exactly is.
If you didn't.....well, Google exist.
Shame on you for being ignorant about your own video game history tho.

----------------------------------------------Why you should buy it on Steam\/GOG but not play it through Steam\/GOG?
----------------------------------------------You buy it on Steam\/GOG to obtain WAD's in a legit way but you shouldn't play it on Steam\/GOG simple because those are
using DOSBOX emulator.
Using DOS or playing games it is just way too clunky and limited, not to mention the fact that it doesn't support modern
hardware or resolutions.
Install your Doom games just so you can take away your WAD's files and slap them inside your Doom source port aka "Doom
launchers".
That's how you play Doom on PC in this day and age.

----------------------------------------------How to have ORIGINAL Doom experience?
----------------------------------------------Use Doom source port, aka "launcher", called "Chocolate Doom".
It allows you to play Doom as original as it was in 1993 with all it's crispy sound effects, fart music, crusty graphics and almost
zero player options.
Just remember that "ORIGINAL" doesn't always mean "THE BEST". Especially in modern days.
Download link here:
https:\/\/www.chocolate-doom.org\/wiki\/index.php\/Chocolate_Doom

----------------------------------------------How to have THE BEST Doom experience?
----------------------------------------------Use Doom source port, aka "launcher", called "GZDoom" which is an improved version of the best Doom source ports available
called "ZDoom".
"GZDoom" is being supported and updated still to this day and it's features are enhanced Doom's graphics, support for modern
resolution and hardware and tons of additional customizable options such as more elaborated button config, mouse support and
even a jump button.
There is even way, way more in it and it's also very simple and easy to use.
Also yes - GZDoom does support modding and all sorts custom WAD's plus other Doom based games such as Heretic or Hexen.
How to play Doom with GZDoom:
Step 1: Download GZDoom
https:\/\/zdoom.org\/index
Step 2: Put all your WAD's inside GZDoom main folder
Step 3: Click "gzdoom" and select which WAD you want to play
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----------------------------------------------What it is Brutal Doom?
----------------------------------------------Do you want to play "Doom 1+2 Remastered HD Super Turbo Forever Edition Deluxe Director's Cut"?
Well, lucky you - Brutal Doom exist.
Brutal Doom is a gameplay mod created in 2010 by Sergeant Mark IV and approved by John Romero himself and still being
updated to this day but it's 99,9% finished.
It's basically adds new gameplay features, enemies, bosses, weapons, animations and it is compatible with Doom, The Ultimate
Doom, Doom II: Hell on Earth, Final Doom, TNT: Evilution, Plutonia and many other custom WAD's.
More about it here:
https:\/\/doom.fandom.com\/wiki\/Brutal_Doom
15 minutes of Brutal Doom gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mn2J4Loe57g

----------------------------------------------How to play Brutal Doom with GZDoom?
----------------------------------------------Step 1: Download it
https:\/\/www.moddb.com\/mods\/brutal-doom
Step 2: Put the main file (for example "bd21RC8.pk3")inside GZDoom folder
Step 3: Create a shortcut to "gzdoom.exe"
Step 4: Right click on the shortcut and select properties. You should have something like this:
"C:\\Users\\user\\Desktop\\GZDOOM\\gzdoom.exe"
Step 5: Add to this the name of your Brutal Doom file, it should look something like this:
"C:\\Users\\user\\Desktop\\GZDOOM\\gzdoom.exe" bd21RC8.pk3
Step 6: Change the name of your "shortcut" into Brutal Doom to avoid confusion
Step 7: Click "Brutal Doom" and select which WAD you want to play
Additionally you can download a mod that changes MIDI soundtrack into metal version of it that perfectly fits with
Brutal Doom's bloody good gameplay.
Just download, unzip and slap the file into a folder called "SKINS" inside of your GZDoom folder.
Download link here:
https:\/\/www.moddb.com\/addons\/doom-metal-pack-vol4-modified. What can I say? This is a fun game. Heres my Lets Play
just incase you want to see it for yourself.
https://youtu.be/R_RKTOfb2_c. great game one of the best ones ive played yet the dude with the butcher knife really got me
startled. From my experience so far, this game isn't worth $5, let alone $20. It crashes nearly every time a new area is loaded,
and the gameplay is tedious, holding your hand so hard as to force you to physically hide from nothing in two separate ways just
to teach you how to hide. In addition, the opening section alone has you backtrack at least twice. That's twice in less than 15
minutes. Audio is poor, too. Just generic stuff that adds nothing to the atmosphere. Voice acting is horrendous as well, and the
intro video is literally a terrible, 5-minute long meme, with 30 seconds devoted to the player character dancing the Gangnam
Style dance to what I'm assuming is generic free music. There's no way the developer took this game seriously. It's Youtube
fodder and nothing more.. As a guy fired from the team said,its not ready to be released,this game needs a lot of work,this isn't
even early access,i spent just some minutes on the game and liked,so the game may have potential but not now,give it some time
and love,this game can be really good with new animations,new menu (really it needs a lot) and improvements to the guns,i
would buy it myself if they improve the game,but a release right now isn't the best option.
EDIT:
I just heard the devs are going to get a new team and they're rebuilding the game from the ground,my hopes are up again and i
will change my review if they manage to turn this game around,but let's see what they can do as this game has a lot of potential.
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Seems to be a rip-off of Zachtronics' excellent Opus Magnum. Not bad for the price, of course.. If you love Dawn's light 1 you
will certainly love Dawn's light 2 as well.
The game has many references to DL1 and a lot of comedy thrown into the mix as well.
I highly recommend playing DL1 before playing DL2 otherwise you won't get most of the references.
. i cant believe sugoi quest for kokoro is illegal
Also we're "sorta moirails" with Polypa! :D
Zebede is also very precious and the Cirava cameo was v good too! . I wish it had Workshop support. So much potential Does
Ubisoft ever open their games to modding?. Unplayable due to frequently occurring random crashes. DON'T BUY IT.
. 2 settings, one is play sound, which this game kind don't have much of. The other is language, which can be set to German or
English. As far as i can see there is no fullscreen in this game except just to use windows fullscreen button, but that wont hide
taskbar. Now that i've been trough that there is nothing more about this game. I heard there was somthing about a robot that was
suppose to mine. But honestly the 2 settings option meny was better.. Wrastor just reminded me of Mang0 every time I played
him. Plus they had a vanila color variant that used red and blue. This skin just extends the hype of the character!. A neat little
Inception-esque puzzle box.. I know I'm not the target audience for this game, but it took 10 minutes to play through and it
didn't seem educational if I were, which I was once at least.
The main gripe is that while it does tell you when the answer is wrong, there isn't any penalty for being wrong, you can just click
on all the possibilities until you get the right one (with the exception of the 'match the pairs' mini-game which does reset). You
also get told "You completed the task perfectly" and unlock an Achievement regardless of how many wrong answers you give,
which seems less useful for an 'education' game as while you may not want a negative failstate, there isn't even a neutral 'room
for improvement' state.
The art was fine, the voice acting was as you'd expect in an announcer in a budget priced kids educational game and as far as the
gameplay; it functioned properly.
However, 'Tips' in the Settings menu is mispelled as Tipps; for shame, cheap educational game on Steam, for shame & the
Achievements description use both color and colour, which isn't really incorrect, it is just odd to see 2 different forms of english
in the one screen.
Recommended because it is basically functional, but this is mostly basic flashcard stuff like 'count the objects in this scene' and
'sort these coloured objects into like groups'; most parents probably already have a bunch of this same stuff already but for
under $2 it isn't offensively priced, but it is of questionable educational value.
*Played 1 and a half times to see if the solutions randomised to give it a bit of additional length, but they appear to just be single
patterns, so for the intended audience you're maybe getting a half hour out of this unless they are super into the art style of Jack
and Sara.. Welcome to a simple review about this game. I'll make this short. I'm not a fan of bullet hell games because they
require alot of skills, But this game takes it easy on you so thats what i like about it. The art style is Unquie not bad to say the
least.
So why do i like the game because i liked it.
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